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Graduated in 2013 from the Faculty of architecture of the University of Constantine with
architect degree. Have been employed as architect designer from 2013 to 2020. I worked
on +40 projects (both architectural design and 3D Visualisation). Simultaneously, I have learn
graphic design and video editing by self-learning from the web (YouTube, Udemy).

Starting from march 2020, after the COVID19 pandemic. I kick-start the freelancing career. I
present graphic designs and video editing services in remote job websites.

In March 2020, I started my career as a freelancer at Khamsat.com Marketplace where I make
video editing and graphic designs. I sold more than 70 services with 96% rating and gained
a good experience that helped me move to a higher level in my professional career and I'm
still working to achieve more higher levels.

Architectural Design.
Surveys of Existing Buildings.
Quantities Take-off
3D Modeling and Rendering.
Graphic Design.
Video Editing & Motion.
Web Design (HTML + CSS)

ARCHITECTE & GRAPHIC DESIGNER

MOUS TA FA
B ENCHABAN E

PROFILE

EXPERIENCE SKILLS

LANGUAGE

PORTFOLIO

FREELANCER PROFESSIONNEL

MS Office
3Ds Max
AutoCAD
ArchiCAD
Sketch Up
V-Ray
Lumion
TwinMotion
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Affinity Designer (Ai Alternative)
Affinity Photo (Ps Alternative)
HitFilm Pro (Vidéo Editing & VFX)
Filmora

TECHNIQUE

Arabic (Native)
English (Advanced)
Frensh (Fluent)

GRAPHIC DESIGNER | MARS 2020 - NOW

Graduated in 2013 from the Faculty of architecture of the University of Constantine with
architect degree. in my study career, i have worked on projects: Cultural center, Congress
Centre, Library, tribunal, Collective housing and Villas.

EDUCATION

MENTOURI UNIVERSITY – CONSTANTINE

ARCHITECT | SEPT 2008 - JUNE 2013

Baccalaureate Maths - Branch name Maths (ex: Exact Sciences).

ATTI ABED EL HAFID HIGH SCHOOL - OUED ATHMANIA

BACCALAUREATE | SEPT 2007 - JULLY 2008

Perform professionally all tasks of architectural design, drawing of plans, takeoff,... Among
the completed projects I worked on: More than 30 family homes, Counting quantities for
public establishments and structures, Restaurant, Banquet Hall, Shopping Center.

CAUD ARCITECT'S

ARCHITECT DESIGNER | MAI 2014 - MARS 2020

Designing plans for various local projects for architectural competitions (formation center, a
civil protection unite, an administrative building and collective housing). As well as showing
them in 3D technology, and I also supervised the completion of eight functional apartments
for a period of five months.

B.MOUSSA ARCHITECT'S

JUNIOR ARCHITECT | AUG 2013 - APR 2014

I'm a fast learner and search to collect skill in all fields of architecture and design. I'm
interested in decors, graphic design, video editing,3D blogging and web design. But I'm still
learning to achieve more about those specific fields.

When I'm not working on client projects, I'm either reading something, sharing my knowledge
with architects and designers on my blog or learning new things and finding new ways to
bring more value to my clients.

SELF-EDUCATION

GRAPHIC DESIGN & VIDEO EDITING | 2013 - NOW

Behance: behance.net/mbdesigny

Dribbble: dribbble.com/mbdesigny


